Abstract: This paper introduces a knowledge-driven approach for solving short range conflicts in En-route STCA situation in order to assist the air traffic controller to handle emergency and ensure the safety. In stead of applying classic conflict resolution approach, case-based reasoning theory and technology is used to transfer the controllers' knowledge and experience to automate conflict resolution. Firstly on the basis of analysis of the controllers' conflict resolution knowledge with domain experts, a description of case is well established in a structural framework which has two layers, the first layer with 4 Slot features and the second layer with 19 Side features. Secondly, in case retrieval, the source cases are firstly filtered against constraint parameters then a nearest neighbour algorithm and global similarity measure based approach is applied to calculate the degree of similarity between the target case and the source cases. Finally, two scenario tests are designed to verify the performance of CBR-based conflict resolution model. The results indicate that this method is consistent with the solutions recommended by air traffic control experts and has a good effect in application.
INTRODUCTION
Maintaining the safety, efficiency and orderliness of air transport is the overall goal of air traffic control (ATC) operation for civil aviation. Controllers' conflict resolution skills are the key to ensure flight safety. Along with steady growth in traffic flow, there has been a dramatic increase in controller workload, and ATC's unsafe actions caused by human errors are occurring more and more frequently. A reliable and efficient system for resolving conflicts automatically has been proposed as a key component for the next generation air traffic control system. Given the importance of flight conflict resolution, scholars have applied different kinds of approaches to study it, such as, mathematics, operations research, probability theory, cybernetics and computational theory [1, 2] . Analysed the conflict resolution for aircraft in free flight, under the precondition of not changing the safety level, from the perspective of lowering fuel consumption [3, 4] . Took into account the speed uncertainties and allowed the aircraft to fly on direct routes, solved every conflict on a busy day, and gave each aircraft its requested flight level and departure time [5] . Studied RR3D algorithms for geometric optimization of flight conflicts [6] . Modelled speed and heading manoeuvre dynamics in air traffic conflict resolution on flight level, and later [7] introduced an algorithm for computing vertical *Address correspondence to this author at the College of Civil Aviation, Nanjing University of Aeronautics & Astronautics, 210016, Nanjing, China; E-mail: m-liang@cauc.edu.cn resolution manoeuvre to resolve imminent air traffic conflicts in which loss of separation could occur within two minutes.
Instead of assuming predefined resolution types, either horizontal or vertical, the controllers, on the other hand, choose horizontal, altitude, or speed manoeuvres to resolve conflicts, and adapt their choice based on the characteristics of the conflict encounter and on other factors. Furthermore, classic resolution algorithms have been derived on the assumption that both aircraft in conflict are flying at constant altitude and speed along straight-line paths. However, analysis of actual operations shows that such conflicts constitute less than half of all conflicts encountered in complex en route airspace [8] .
The Automated Airspace Concept (AAC) launched in 2001 is with two independent systems for conflict detection and resolution [9] . One element is Autosolver designed to handle strategic conflicts predicted to occur in 2 to 20 minutes. The other element is TSAFE (Tactical Separation Assured Flight Environment) designed to handle tactical separation with times to loss of separation of less than 2 minutes. This system can automatically detect conflict, generate a conflict resolution strategy and transmit the instruction to aircraft via data link [10] . TSAFE is different from TCAS (Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System) which is installed in commercial aircrafts. It will act as a powerful decision support tool for controllers in near-loss of separation emergency situation, and at that moment, controllers might lose the situational awareness and perform badly due to heavy stress, even though they have been trained in the simulator. The algorithm and operational concept in TSAFE for resolving short-range conflicts showed in [11] is by avoiding manoeuvres consisting of turns in horizon to a specified heading followed by straight-line flight. On the other hand, there is usually a Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) for controllers when there is a near loss of separation emergency, and those with experiences and good psychological quality will handle the emergency successfully, but others may not be in that state. Thus, it is necessary to save the valuable experience and successful cases to be used in the future, because these mature methods have played a positive role in current ATC operation.
Application of artificial intelligence theory and technology to transfer the ATC knowledge and experience to automate conflict resolution already has a good application in the ATM [12] . Applies a knowledge-based conflict resolution algorithm for terminal area air traffic control advisory generation, and it is proved that a knowledge based conflict resolution which uses a knowledge base to solve complex control problems would be more suitable to generate a resolution of predicted conflict in a manner consistent with controller practice, and will be much better to transfer the expert knowledge to practical application. Rule-based expert system is one of the knowledge-based systems, but expert system based on rule reasoning is inadequate to accommodate the complex environment for conflict resolution. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is another important knowledge-based solving and learning method in artificial intelligence (AI). Unlike decision trees and neutral network, it is not only a powerful method for computer reasoning but also a pervasive behaviour in everyday human problem solving, and by combining with other intelligent computation algorithms it has been successfully applied to an intelligent fault diagnosis [13] , diseases prognosis and diagnosis [14] , and the health sciences [15] . Therefore, attempts can be made to apply CBR technology to automated short range conflict resolution in order to reduce controller faults in a STCA situation and improve the level of safety.
This paper presents a case-based reasoning system for automated en-route short range conflict resolution in a STCA situation. The study mainly consists of two aspects: case representation and case retrieval. Firstly, controller's experiences in resolving conflicts are represented as specific knowledge organized with case framework and case features which are carefully analysed. Secondly, case retrieval is carried out to obtain the best historical case matching the new case through similarity calculation based on nearest neighbour algorithm. Finally, a technical test is conducted through simulation.
CONCEPTS OF EN-ROUTE FLIGHT CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Flight conflict refers to the situation in which the distance between two or more aircrafts are smaller than the required separation minimum. The value of the applicable separation minimum is dependent on multiple factors, including category of controlled airspace, mode of surveillance and the relative position between aircrafts. Under radar control situation, the minimum horizontal separation for area (en-route) control is normally 10km in China and the minimum vertical separation is 300m or 1000m (depending on flight level) in China. En-route flight conflicts are generally divided into conflict between a pair aircraft and conflict between more than two aircrafts, as shown in Fig. (1) respectively.
Fig. (1). Conflicts between two aircraft and between multi-aircraft.
Controller workload is likely to remain the main functional limitation on the capacity of the ATM system [16] . Conflict detection and resolution is the most important task of the controller for ensuring safety of aircraft operation, thus it is the major component of controller workload. As illustrated in Fig. (2) , the task of conflict detection and resolution starts with identification of potential conflicts during radar monitoring. Firstly, controllers compare the new case of potential conflict with memory cases relevant to solving it, and then map the solution from the most relevant previous case to the target problem, adapt its solution to fit the new situation. The typical conflict detection and resolution process is shown in Fig. (3) . General resolution experience for avoiding aircraft collision is using level change, speed modification and heading adjustment, sometimes even holding to adjust the aircraft's flight trajectory and assuring aircraft safety by providing sufficient lateral or longitudinal separation. In reality, the controller usually uses separation slightly longer than the separation standard due to the lack of precision in predicting the future aircraft trajectory and estimating conflict situation. As the detection of flight conflict and the choice of avoiding manoeuvre is closely related to many factors, such as the surveillance technology, airspace environment, solving time and human factors, thus in this paper we presuppose the following assumptions: (1) the study environment is radar control; (2) aircraft are in en-route flight period; (3) applied separation minima is: horizontal separation of 20km and a vertical separation of 300m; (4) the conflict resolution time zone refers to about ± 2 minutes around STCA warning triggering in EUROPECAT system; (5) variations between displayed altitude and position and actual altitude and position, due to periodicity of radar scanning, are not taken into account.
According to the analysis mentioned above, the study approach adopted in this paper is organized as follows. Suppose the conflict between aircraft i and aircraft j is a conflict pair expressed by C ij . When the first conflict is identified, we begin to search the most relevant case in the case library by a specific case retrieval algorithm, and then the best candidate case is found through assessment. After that, we adapt or adjust its solution to the new conflict situation. In this process, one aircraft trajectory is modified and then a new trajectory is generated by adopting conflict resolution strategy either in level change, speed change or heading change. After that, we The research approach is shown in Fig. (3) .
MODELLING OF EN-ROUTE FLIGHT CONFLICT RESOLUTION VIA CASE-BASED REASONING
Unlike most problem solving methodologies in artificial intelligences (AI), CBR is a memory based and from cognitive science research on human memory, thus reflecting human use of remembered problems and solutions can be regarded as a starting point for new problem solving.
Solving a problem by CBR involves obtaining a problem description, measuring the similarity of the current problem to previous problems stored in a case base (or memory) with their known solutions, retrieving one or more similar cases, and attempting to reuse the solution of one of the retrieved cases, possibly after adapting it to account for differences in problem descriptions. The solution proposed by the system is then evaluated by being applied to the initial problem or assessed by a domain expert. Following revision of the proposed solution if required in light of its evaluation, the problem description and its solution can then be retained as a new case, and the system has learned to solve a new problem [17] . In [18] classic model of the problem solving cycle in CBR consists of four individual tasks separated as retrieve, reuse, revise and retain known as the 4 REs.
Representation of Conflict Resolution Knowledge
In this paper, representation of conflict resolution case is the key to realizing the conflict resolution via case-based reasoning. In order to describe a suitable conflict resolution case knowledge, the case features should be identified and the relations between these features should be established properly. Here, we adopt a framework-based method for representing the case knowledge.
The framework representation method was firstly proposed by American artificial intelligence scholar Minsky in 1975. It is a method for structured representation of knowledge developed on the basis of framework theory and is applicable to represent multiple types of knowledge. A basic view of framework theory is that the human brain has stored a large number of typical situations, and when confronted with a new situation, the brain will select from the memory a basic knowledge structure called framework, whose content varies with the new situation, forms an understanding of the new situation and stores it into the memory. The basic structure of a framework consists of a number of "slots", and each slot may, depending on the actual requirements, be divided into a number of "sides". The slot is used for description of features of the object while a side is used for description of one property of the features. The values in slot and a side are called slot value and side value respectively.
As the controllers normally handle a flight conflict based on the separation standard, it is adequate to proceed from separation minima and ATC procedures during the study of case framework. Therefore, we followed a long-term communication with experts from the area control center of Central and South China ATM Bureau (CATMB-CS), and firstly summed up experts' experiences based on the method of rules extraction. Besides, as conflict resolution is closely linked to the aircraft's operation tendency, and static analytical method based on rule-based reasoning is inadequate. Therefore, the intention of flight is incorporated into representation of case knowledge. Finally, the framework structure for case representation is shown in Table 1 by inference based on domain knowledge. The features and properties of an en-route conflict pair mainly are the relative track angle between two aircrafts named a and b , relative distance, current flight state like level, speed, type of aircraft and track change intention. Besides, we take some environment like weather and temporary activities like SAR in consideration. We collected 33 stored cases in the library after careful preselection by experienced air traffic controllers with an experience of more than 8 years.
Case Retrieval and Similarity Assessment
Because of the central role of retrieval in the CBR cycle, a considerable amount of research has focused on retrieval and similarity assessment [17] . Case retrieval is the process of searching the previous cases in the case library that can be used to solve the target problem. A retrieval distance R is defined to reflect the similarity between the input problem description and a stored problem description. Commonly used similarity-based retrieval approaches are Nearest neighbour algorithm, Inductive method and Template retrieval.
In this paper, a Nearest neighbour algorithm and global similarity measure based case retrieval approach is selected due to the small size of the case library available for flight conflict cases. We adopt hierarchical retrieval to increase retrieval speed. The source cases are filtered against constraint parameters before nearest neighbour algorithm is applied to calculate the degree of similarity between the target case and the source cases.
(1) Case filtering For the purpose of reducing complexity and improving calculation efficiency, during the process of case retrieval we firstly look at A1, A2 and filter those previous cases which were influenced by specific environmental conditions like severe weather or temporary flight activities. Similarity measure between the target case and the previously stored cases in the library includes local similarity and global similarity measure. In our paper, each case represented a set of attribute-value features as A3, A4,…, A19 , thus a local similarity measure is defined for each attribute of A3, A4,…, A19 . While global similarity measure computed as a weighted average of the local similarities. The weights assigned to case attributes allow them to have varying degrees of importance and may be selected by a domain expert or user, or other methods. In this paper the weights are initially determined by the domain expert.
The detail process of similarity assessment is described as follows.
Step 1. Calculate local similarity.
As the local attribute features A3, A4,…, A19 are classified by determinate features and indeterminate features, a pre-treatment is needed to make them in the same environment before calculating the global similarity.
With respect to an enumerated features such as A13 and A19 , namely the type of aircraft, according to the level of wake turbulence such as Super Heavy, Heavy, Medium and Light. we give the degree of similarity by function as follow.
if type of aircraft is same 0.5 if type of aircraft is near 0 others (1) here, X k is the value of feature k of the target case X , L k is the value of feature k of the previous case L in the stored case library, and sim(L k , X k ) means the local similarity between L k and X k .
With respect to numerical features, the following function is defined as follow.
here, the max(
Step 2 Calculate global similarity.
we use function (3) to calculate the global similarity.
in which w k is the weight of feature k , and n is the number of features.
Calculation of weight w k is very important. In this paper, the initial weights of a Slot are determined by the domain expert through an order relation analysis method. Suppose there are a set of features a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a m ,, here m is the number of Slot features. Firstly, the domain experts determine the most important feature marked as a 1 * , and then choose the second most important one marked as a 2 * , follow this principle, after n 1 times of selection, finally it comes out an order of a 1 * > a 2 * > a 3 * > … > a m * . Secondly, experts determine the relative importance between a k 1 * and a k * , and this can be labelled as r k with a relation defined by function (4), and the value of r k is referred to in Table 2 . 
here k = m,m 1,m 2,…,3,2 .
The weight of * m x is the less important one, it is determined by function (5). We distributed the questionnaires to ten experts, eight of which is valid. After calculation through the order relation analysis method it can be found that the suggested weight of each features tend to be stable after the number of expert is bigger than five, and finally the initial weights of Slot features are showed in Table 3 .
SIMULATION AND RESULT
In order to test the performance of the proposed CBRbased conflict resolution model, to see whether it can produce the solution adapting to the reality, a specification of 10 synthetic traffic scenarios has been designed as Table 4 , and 33 aircrafts scenarios were successfully executed by the controllers in the en-route control centre of CATM-CS are stored in the case library. In this test, we suppose that the influence of environment is not considered and each Side feature has the same contribute to the upward Slot feature. The results of case retrieval are showed by Table 5 . The best matching case is marked by an underline. For T4 and T5, there are two best matching source cases; the reason is because we don't take the features A1 and A2 into consideration in this test. The result is well accepted by the air traffic controller.
To test the performance of the proposed CBR-based conflict resolution model in the presence of increment of the number of stored cases, we design another trial. A new case is design as a target case with a set of features A3, A4,…, A19 valued by {40 25 5 20 800 90 0 10300 -800 840 2 130 0 9500 0 790 2}. In a target case, two aircrafts will converge at the same point, one's call-sign is RITA01 which is from flight level 10300m descending to 9500m with a heading of 090, the other's call-sign is RITA02 which is maintaining its flight level 9500m with a heading of 130. RITA01 is 5km away from the crossing point and RITA02 is 25km away from the crossing point, see Fig. (4) , then, the 1 to 32 cases in the case library will be separately chosen as stored cases by 4 times in an increment of 8 cases. Matlab is used for programming and calculation. The results of the trial are shown in Table 6 . We can see that along with the increase in the number of cases in the case library, the number of found cases increases, the value of maximum similarity sim also increases. For the target case, through reasoning by CBR, it has the greatest similarity with the 11 th case situation in the case library, so the recommended strategy of conflict resolution for target case is: to instruct RITA01 to stop descent immediately and turn left 90 degrees and then instruct RITA02 to descend to 8900m. The resolution strategy is illustrated in Fig. (4) .
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of analyzing conflict resolution strategy operated by controllers from the cognitive perspective, this paper proposes a knowledge-driven approach for resolving en-route conflict in En-route STCA situation. By means of the rolling strategy, the problem of multiple conflicts among en-route aircraft under a complex environment is simplified into a set of sub-problem of pairwise conflicts. Instead of rule-based reasoning, the CBR technique from AI is applied, the study is not limited to getting descriptive success experience. Instead, it abstracts controllers' successful experiences, extracts rules and scenarios from the controllers' conflict Case id  A3  A4  A5  A6  A7  A8  A9  A10  A11  A12  A13  A14  A15  A16  A17  A18  A19   T1  55  35  20  15  600  90  0  10100  -600  840  2  130  0  9500  600  790  2   T2  50  35  20  15  0  90  0  10100  0  840  2  130  0  10100  0  790  2   T3  47  35  20  15  1200  90  0  10100  -600  840  2  130  0  8900  1200  790  2   T4  46  35  35  0  -450  90  0  9500  0  950  3  130  0  9950  -1050  790  2   T5  45  35  35  0  -1050  90  0  8900  0  950  3  130  0  9950  -1050 Case id  T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9 Fig. (4) . Automated conflict resolution scenario based on CBR. resolution strategies, and applies them to scientific reasoning.
In present of STCA, controllers are easily losing situation awareness, specially those who never had such emergency experiences before. An automated conflict resolution can help them to handle the strict emergency in a short range time, which can greatly improve the safety level at the front line. Further research should concentrate on reducing the unnecessary features in the Side level by using a Rough-set theory, as to reduce the case search volume and increase the searching speed.
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